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Real Estate Broker

Pricing Strategy:  The most important factor in selling. TREA provides current marketing climate conditions based on actual 
comparable sales in the area.  This is the same way an appraiser will determine value.  Ultimately, the buyers at that moment in 
time will determine the value.  If you do not have an offer quickly, most likely it is due to either price or condition.  

Co-op Agents:        We value our fellow buyer's agents.  Chances are they will be the ones to bring us a buyer.  They work hard 
and we want them to want to write offers.  We NEVER offer less than the standard 3%. In fact, we offer a bonus on our listings 
raising their commission percentage to 3.25%.  We do not charge this to the seller, but rather offer it from our commission.  The 
goal is to attract agents and their buyers to the home.  We think this is just good business.

In House Markting Materials:   Informational binder inside the home with fliers, update/improvement list, letter from the home 
owner, disclosures, receipts, warranties, user manuals, etc.  This is an organized way to present everything your home has to 
offer. Buyers and agents love it too.

Signage:   Our signs are made out of a reflective material to maximize visibility during the night or on a darker day.  Our signs are 
simple and to the point focused on the information buyer's want.

Photos:     Perhaps one the most important tool to sell your home.  These days, your first showing is online. Buyers are sorting 
through many homes from their computers.  TREA always have photos up the first day on the market.   We utilize a professional 
camera with a wide angle lens to optimize the presentation of your home online.

Websites:   The listing will show up on EVERY real estate website including all other companies and syndicated sites.  Buyers are 
looking online and your home will be there when they do.

Open House: TREA does offer open houses.  It is typically not the most effective way to sell a home, but does allow potential 
buyers, neighbors, or those casually considering a move to have the opportunity to look without scheduling an official showing.

6%  Full Service Listing

5% + $500 upfront full service with signed buyer's agreement

4% + $1,000 Full Service with signed buyer's agreement on properties valued at $250,000 or more

3.5% + $1,000 Full Marketing and Paperwork Service. Limited Realtor Service.  Seller negotiates directly with other agents or 
buyers.  No seller representation.  
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